EAST JORDAN IRON WORKS
HEAVY DUTY MANHOLE FRAME & COVER
COVER: PRODUCT # 00180522
FRAME: PRODUCT # 00180211

LARGE HANDLING TABS SHALL BE PERPENDICULAR TO WALK TO ALIGN WITH JOINTS

HEATED PAVEMENT, SEE DETAIL

1" MAX. MORTAR LEVELING BED, AS NEEDED

CLASS II AGGREGATE

ACCESS HOLES TO BE DRILLED OR FABRICATED AS NEEDED

48" REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE, CUT TO REQUIRED LENGTH (15" MIN.)

COMPACTED 6A AGGREGATE

UNDISTURBED SUBGRADE

X X X
SNOW MELT MANIFOLD VAULT IN HEATED PAVEMENT
SCALE: 1"=1'-0"

SEE SPECIFICATION SECTIONS
238318 SNOW MELTING EQUIPMENT
321313 CONCRETE PAVING